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he Infant Jesus Academy

(IJA), Asaba is a Catholic

co-educational private

1999 by late Mr. Augustine D. Okwechime and the foundation laid by His Lordship, the Catholic

Bishop of Issele-Uku, Dr. Michael Odogwu-Elue, IJA is situated beautifully opposite the

Government House of Delta State in Asaba.

Academic activities started in September 2002 and the school Proprietress (till date) is Mrs.

Rose A. Okwechime.

IJA is brought together by a shared belief in the power of an outstanding education to help

young people succeed and to change lives, families, communities, nations – and even the

world – for the better.

We are very deliberate in fostering a school culture of excellence, integrity, and Christian

servanthood.

Our academic program provides differentiated instruction to meet the needs of each learner

to the best of our ability. The entire spectrum of educational programs at IJA is academically

challenging and engaging for every child.

We offer both Nigerian and British curricula.

T
day and boarding school, drawn

from various parts of the world and

from across many different walks of

life.

Founded on the 15th of November

Infant Jesus



We run academic programs well aligned with the specification of the Nigerian National

Policy on Education for the Year 7 to Year 12.

Years 7 to 9 constitute the Junior Secondary School. Here, emphasis is on the basic skills in

• English Studies,

• Mathematics,

• Basic Science,

• Basic Technology,

• Physics Technology,

• Social Studies,

• Christian Religious Studies,

• Physical and Health Education
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Curriculum:

• French,

• Business Studies,

• Civic Education,

• Igbo language,

• Cultural and Creative Art (Drama, Music,

Fine Art),

• Home Economics and

• Computer Studies.



Years 10 to 12 make up the Senior Secondary School. At this level, there is a wide

spectrum of academic subjects to be studied by the learners.

The subjects are:

English language,

Mathematics,

Computer Studies,

Civic Education,

Chemistry,

Physics,

Biology,

Economics,

Government,

Data Processing,

Commerce,
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Curriculum:

Literature in English,

Christian Religious Studies,

Visual Art,

Bookkeeping,

Geography,

Further Mathematics,

Technical Drawing,

Foods and Nutrition,

Igbo language and

French.
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Our teachers are dedicated professionals that teach a wide variety of academic

subjects and we prepare our learners for local (within the country Nigeria) and

international exams, such as:

• Basic Education Certificate Examination, BECE ( for Year 9)

• Cambridge Checkpoint Examination (for Year 9)

• West African Senior School Certificate Examination, WASSCE (for Year 12)

• National Examination Council Examinations, NECO (for Year 12)

• University Matriculation Examinations, UME (for Year 12)

• International General Certificate of Secondary School Education, IGCSE (for Year

11 - 12)

• Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) for Admissions into Universities and Colleges in

America and Canada.

• International English Language Testing System, (IELTS)

• Diplomedetudes en langue francaise (DELF) for all categories of learners from

Year 9 to Year 12. (This is a French proficiency examination.)

Curriculum:
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We are very keen on building our learners all round. As a result, we provide our

learners with a wide range of extra curricular activities (club activities and sporting

activities).

Some of these include:

Activities:

Athletics

Ayo game

Badminton

Chess

Cricket

Football

JETS Club

Literary and Debate Club

Model United Nations/Public Speaking

Music Club

Road Safety Club

Red Cross Club

Scrabble

Snooker

Table Tennis

Volleyball

Branding and Entrepreneurship via IJA Media Team



GOVERNING

Body
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MRS.R.A.OKWECHIME
Proprietress

CHIEF I.B. OCHONOGOR 
Chairman DIBIA OKWECHIME

MR. GEOFF 
AMAGHEREONU 

MRS. LOLITA 
EJIOFOR

AMBASSADOR 
M.U. OFFOR

MR. TONY 
ELUMELU CON

MS. JEWEL 
OKWECHIME

DR. DUMEBI 
OKWECHIME

MR. INNOCENT 
OKWECHIME 

REV. SIS. JUSTINA 
AFAMEFUNA

CHIEF KENNETH 
IWELUMO

MR. AUGUSTINE 

Founder (13th July 1933 - 3rd October 2010)
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The Boarding house was built and started in September 2002.

Two buildings, set on four floors. One building for boys and one

for girls.

The refectory serves as the prep hall and they are separated for

boys and girls just like the hostels.

House

Our day schooling learners are never left out.

We have well conducive busses for the day learners that pick and drop off

our learners at the respective locations as approved by their

parents/guardians.

School

Classes starts at 8.00am

Snack break at 10.00am

Lunch is at 12.05pm

Closing is at 3.00pm



” 
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What a resilient bunch you all are!! We give thanks to God as HE

has kept us through the global pandemic and has brought us up

to this very momentous milestone at the Academy,

We are celebrating the tenacity, drive and hard work of our

graduating learners in an exceptional era filled with challenges

and opportunities. I have every confidence that you have been a

special mold which has shaped your future as you proceed to the

next level up.

2021 has been a remarkably busy year with many changes. We

welcomed our Principal, Most Rev. Dr. Otis V. Wilks, who has

helped develop and drive our core strategy of quality learning

improvements, safeguarding and diversity with progress. The

changes in mindsets and behavior from staff and learners have

been commendable and profoundly acknowledged. It is an

exciting time, as change is the new norm. The team is focused on

accelerating learning, using current theory and evidence to

improve professional practice.

For my Yr. 12 learners graduating today, I want to congratulate all

you wonderful young adults in your achievement today, and

sincerely hope that as you leave your Alma Mata, you remain

Ambassadors of IJA and exemplary in your work and home lives,

with Infant Jesus at the core of your thoughts and actions.

We are living in different times now, so agility, adaptability and

focus will influence your paths to discovery, intrigue, successes,

and challenges with twists and turns you couldn’t make up in an

adventure novel. So, you MUST remember who you are and what

you stand for, so you are not misled and get lost out there. Pray

and ask for guidance from our precious Infant Jesus to make the

most of the opportunities and inspire others.
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My Dear Class of 2021!

Desk



I look forward to hearing your success stories and even bumping into you at reputable high-tech

companies, banks, hospitals and even schools!

I am indeed proud of you all and believe your parents would be even more proud as they Support

your journey into life and all its offerings. Do keep me posted!

To the Principal, SLT and all the hardworking staff, both teaching and supporting staff, as ever I

would like to thank you all, for your support throughout the year and the real gratuity is this

moment and every moment you hear of or see the fantastic outcome of the learner YOU all molded

into excellence.

Finally, I would like to wish you all a safe, enjoyable and relaxing break, whether it is before the

start of a new academic year OR the beginning of a new journey into next stage of life’s adventures,

may God guide and protect you all the way at every single step.

Good luck and God’s blessings be with you all in your future endeavors!

Your Proprietress and Mother,
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Rose Ada Okwechime



Wisdom is the one of the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit. It gives us a loving knowledge of God and of

people and created things insofar as they refer to him. It is the knowledge to do good and avoid evil.

St. Thomas Aquinas teaches that the object of this gift is principally God himself and divine things

but it also includes the things of this world insofar as they come from God and are ordered to him.

More so, wisdom can be seen as the ability to make a decision based on the combination of

knowledge, experience and intuitive understanding; in other words, the discretionary use of

knowledge for the greatest good. It is the gift that strengthens our faith, fortifies hope, perfects

charity and promotes the practice of virtue in the highest degree.

Wisdom in a practical sense means knowing the good to achieve and working hard to get it. The

Roman adage that articulates this idea says, “Quid quid agas, prudenter agas, et respice finem”

which means (whatever you do, do wisely and look to the end). The end could be immediate in

terms of temporal goals or remote in terms of eternal goal. Wisdom thus, is the ability to be focused

towards your goal and knowing how to achieve it.

Infant Jesus academy is a noble institution where learners acquire wisdom to know God and to

confront every situation in life. The wisdom as the gift of the Holy Spirit is made active in the school

through integral formation via spiritual, intellectual, social and psychological dimensions. I

congratulate the citadel as she graduates another set of learners in character and learning. I urge

the graduating students to be good ambassadors of their alma mater and be wise.
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Be Wise!

Rev. Fr. Charles Ikenna Okeke

School Chaplain

Message: 

Remember, the fear of God is the beginning of wisdom!



”
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The famous words of the character Pistol in the William 

Shakespeare play, ‘The Merry Wives of Windsor’.



Nearly twenty years ago, when the doors of our school were opened

to our first learners, it was the vision of the late founder and

proprietor that we would be a centre of excellence, in which young

people were equipped with the education, the cultural grounding, and

the social, life and workplace skills needed for success.

You are the fulfilment of that vision!

You leave school today as educated, mature, worldly-wise people, in

whom our hopes for a bright tomorrow are fully invested. You leave

with an education, and with a school experience, that gives you choice

and control over the direction of your future lives. This choice and

control, however, are not universal: they are not shared by all people

of your age. You are therefore privileged to have them; and, as a

school, we are humbled and honoured to be forever written into the

story of how you have acquired them.

Whatever you go on to do in life and wherever you go on to do it,

whatever trails you blaze and in whichever sectors you serve, we are

proud of you. Indeed, you will always be an alumnus of the Infant

Jesus Academy, Asaba. Remember this and make the most of the

opportunities this will without question afford you.

The world is your oyster. So GO, now, and break it open!

Well done to you all!

The Most Revd

Dr OTIS V. WILKS CMgr FCMI, FCCT

Principal
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Congratulations to all members of the graduating 

class of 2021!

Message:



Congratulations to you all on your successful completion of your secondary 

education. I must say that the most difficult stay in the academic pursuit of any 

individual is what you have just completed. 

I am optimistic and confident that all the training, grooming, nurturing, direction, 

admonition, guidance and counseling, chastisement and encouragement you have 

received from us have culminated in bringing out the best in you.

God has given us the grace to ride and tide ensuring that we stay focused. Do the 

right things because they are right. Always aspire to be an exemplary character, 

worthy of emulation. 

I wish you all the best in your future endeavor.
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Once again, congratulations!

ACHEKA MICHAEL

Vice Principal

Message: 



Congratulations on the completion of your O' Level. It has 

been a long haul for you all, but I am sure you will agree 

that it was all worth it in the end. You all will face a new 

chapter in your life now, and I want you to know that my 

thoughts and best wishes are with you. May you all enjoy 

continued success in the years that lie ahead. 
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Congratulations! 

OGUNSUYI CHUKUKA 
Business Manager

Manager:



Congratulations!! 

The second  stage of the Academic  journey  is 

over.   I wish you the best as you move to the 

next stage. 
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God bless you!

NOSA IGBINIDU
Assistant  Principal

Principal 



Congratulations Class of 2021, you’ve achieved a 

great feat in good time. I want you to know that all 

you set your heart to do is achievable and you only 

need to be resolute. Celebrate every win and do not 

despair when you face challenges, rather find a 

reason to try again. 
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Cheers to your new level in life!

Barr. Ayo Fasika
Operations Manager

Manager:



Congratulations Class of 2021! I wish you

continued success and happiness in all you do.

I know how hard you have worked throughout

your time at IJA, and I am so proud of you.

Believe in yourselves as I believe in you. I look

forward to seeing you at the top of the ladder

in your chosen career. Best of luck, Class of

2021!

It has been an awesome privilege interacting

with some of you as learners of technical

drawing over the two sessions we had together.

Your resilience and willingness to get better at

every task is endearing.

On this occasion of your graduation, I wish you

Heaven's best, that God's blessings crown your

future endeavors and keep the Infant Jesus

Academy flag soaring high.

God bless you.
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Try to learn from every little thing, and no one

would be wiser than you. Help yourself; others will

come forward to help you as well.

Your preparation, efforts, hard work, and

determination decides your success- nothing else.

Take the oath to ace your day every morning. Best

wishes to you. Don't forget, YOUR SUCCESS lies in

your hand.

To the Class of 2021, I say this, Graduation is only a

concept. In real life every day you graduate.

Graduation is a process that goes on until the last

day of your life. If you can grasp that, you’ll make a

difference. I say may your light of glory never go dim.

May the wisdom of God remain in you, and may

mighty doors be opened up for you all.

Congratulations!!!

This is a huge step toward your future, and I

can’t wait to see what becomes of it. I hope

you’ll all come back and tell us. You have all

been successful despite the disruptions

occasioned by the COVID pandemic. You have

all really done well and I am proud to be part of

your success. Congratulations.

Advice:

On behalf of myself and family, I sincerely and

wholeheartedly wish to congratulate this

wonderful set of 2021 on your graduation from

this great School.

You are proof that good things come to those

who are willing to sacrifice to reach a

worthwhile goal. Words cannot express how

proud I am to have been your English language

Teacher.

"The reward of a thing well done is to have

done it" Ralph Waldo Emerson.

Congratulations and best wishes. Journey well!



I rejoice with the graduating class of 2020/2021

for the successful completion of their academic

pursuit at Infant Jesus Academy. May the

Almighty God continue to be with you in your

future endeavors. Be a good representative of

your alma mater.

Congratulations!
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Congratulations to Year 12

I, Mrs. Udoh Maryrose, the class manager of year

12 yellow 2020/2021 session wish to congratulate

the entire outgoing Year 12 2020/2021 session for

successfully completing their examinations and

moving on to their higher studies. Once again

congratulations.

Congratulations to you all!

You’ve taken on the most incredible, amazing journey

of becoming a high school graduate. Continue to

climb and aspire to excellence.

Your future is an unwritten symphony just awaiting

your creative, daring and unique talent to make it a

masterpiece. Here’s to your impressive learner

career. Now that you’re graduating, you’re at the

beginning of a brand new journey, success and a

brand new life. Congratulations graduates.

The high school days you leave behind you never will

forget, but may the days that lie ahead be even

better yet! God is the Ultimate, live your life for him

and never trade Him for anything for no real success

comes without him.

May you all be graced to stand the challenges of the

University and life and may Wisdom guide your

choices and decisions.

Best wishes and success! Congratulations!!

My heartiest congratulations go to all the

outgoing year 12 Economics learners (the

rational thinkers). Congratulations on

successfully completing your senior secondary

school examination/program. Knowing that

human wants are numerous and why resources

are limited (scarce), you need to be rational and

maximize the available opportunity. Your

efficiency in the labour market determines your

achievement. Always work hard to be the best

in your next adventures.

I therefore encourage you to look up because

there are still many successes ahead you must

work hard to achieve.

Knowing that life does not just throw the things

you desire most to you. May the joy of today's

celebration open more academic and other

celebrations for you and best wishes for your

next adventures.

Advice:



Humility simply put, is that state of mind depicting a modest opinion of oneself. It can also be

viewed as being easily approachable and accessible by all. Humility does not count on one’s

status, origin or colour. Mind you humility is not timidity. In humility you have equality and

modesty.

Let’s consider Jesus our Saviour in this concept: He did not consider His status as God the Son

when He washed the feet of His disciples at the Last Supper. Jesus, with this action , taught

that leadership entails service and flexibility to achieve the desired goal of the group.

Rigidity is good but not the best because the expected goal at times may not be achieved

owing to the fact that some members of the group might be skeptical in delivering their

duties, while flexibility on the other hand will at times lead to laxity. In essence what we all

must embrace is modesty. Remember Jesus, whom we claim to be our mentor, was not given

a name above all names until His action of taking up a humble death of dying on the Cross of

Calvary. He was honored and glorified after His resurrection. If you want a name, honour,

affluence and prestige, clothe yourself in humility and all these virtues will be added unto you,

not by man but God who searches and sees our heart.

Therefore, in the words of a great poet, Niyi Osundare, I humbly plead that : ‘If you have the

leg of an elephant, Do not trample your way around, If you have the strength of a lion, Do not

be a terror in the wild, If you have the fury of fire, Do not consume the world, If you have the

power of a giant be wise enough to be humble. For power is a fickle guest. It comes calling

today and tomorrow pitches its tent in a distant place.
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Humility
BY ODORUME OGHENEMINE



Good day, Mr Chairman, our beloved Proprietress - Mrs Ada Rose

Okwechime, members of the Board present here today, my dearest

Principal - Dr Otis Wilks, our esteemed Parents, the Senior Leadership

Team, members of staff, distinguished ladies and gentlemen.

I'm exceedingly delighted to warmly welcome you all to our graduation

Ceremony.

Our journey in Infant Jesus Academy has been very exciting and

extremely rewarding.

IJAA has successfully given us a solid foundation that has prepared us

to step boldly into the world.

Ladies and gentlemen, please join me in giving to our alma mater a

rousing round of applause.

Look at all of us seated here, we are not sure if we will ever see each

other again or of what the world has in store for us but the training we

have received here over the years will help us weather any storm we

may encounter in life. We are thankful to God for the gift of life and

our parents who stood by us through thick and thin. Thank you very

much. We love you so much! We have been groomed to change the

world. Our generation will make Nigeria better. We've already started

with the IJA media team by sending a goodwill message out there,

every day on social media. It's on a small scale but it's a start. Follow

us on Instagram @Infantjesusacademyasaba to see what we've

been up to.

To those who we are leaving behind, don't cry. Prepare yourselves,

because soon it'll be your turn. For those in in Year 7, you might think

it's going to be a long time but trust me it all happens in a flash. Soon

you'll be graduating, just like us.
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Speech

To those who 
we are leaving

behind, don't cry. 
Prepare yourselves, 
because soon it'll be 
your turn. 

“



A few words of advice. Never take any good thing worth doing for granted. Believe in yourself and

never give yourself limits. Everyone is limitless. Build yourself, keep building yourself, keep learning

because the day one stops is the day one dies. Many times, problems will come and you'll feel like

giving up, take a quick nap and when you wake up, just keep fighting until the end. If it's not about

natural talent then it's about your will power. Remember that!

We'll miss everyone, our highly qualified teachers in particular. We owe you special thank you for

your willingness to work with us never minding our misconceptions at times. Thank you and God

bless you. Our Principal- Dr Otis Wilks, Vice Principal- Sir Acheka, Assistant Principal- Sir Nosa, House

parents- Sir Samson and Sir Medi, Matrons Mrs Peace and our beloved Grandma. Thank you all so

much. You all have watched us grow first hand. You are all our second parents. With love, thank

you.

That said, we'll throw our caps today not for ourselves but for all of you, for making today a

possibility, thank you and goodbye. Until we meet again.

IWUANYANWU CHIDERA

OUTGOING HEAD BOY
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"A Journey of a Thousand Miles Begins With One Footstep"! I

still remember the very day I entered Infant Jesus Academy, I

was filled with mixed feelings, happy that I was entering a

new phase of my life to learn how to live by myself without

my parents having to do everything for me, but sad because I

was leaving my parents and at that time, I hadn't spent more

than two weeks without my parents. Entering into the school

finally, I was so happy that I saw a lot of people my age and

my older brother was with me, so I felt safe. The first friend I

made was Nduka Mac-Anthony. We had a good time talking

so I looked forward to making more friends. Everything was

all cherries and blossoms, until I found myself carrying my

boxes to the hostel with my parents looking at me from

across the field and then it all hit me, I was going to be

without my parents for a whole six months or more. I didn't

want to get all emotional, so that they wouldn't cry, I waved

my final goodbye and the moment I got to the hostel, I cried

my eyes out. It continued like that for hours until people

came to comfort me. A senior came to me and told me a lot

of soothing words, she told me not to worry, that there

would be visiting days, she told me that the moment I made

friends, that we would all laugh over the day that I cried, just

like her and her friends.

As time went on, I made the most wonderful friends, some

that left IJA with time and some that have been with me since

the day I got to IJA. Not to mention,my academic experience

at IJA has been a very wonderful one, one that I would love to

tell my kids in the future.

A journey of 
a thousand

miles begins with 
one footstep
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Infant Jesus
Academy

“



Frankly, my time at IJA had been a wonderful one. IJA has helped me groom my academic life,

religious life, social life and surprisingly, even my sporting life. The teachers at IJA have been the

best for me, the ones that have left IJA both physically and even spiritually and most especially,

the ones that are still here, giving their best at what they do. Personally, I feel that teachers who

taught me, even if it was once from Jss1-Sss3, I am truly grateful for the big impact they have

made in my life. I aspire to be a doctor, but without them, there is no way my dreams can

materialize. In this context, I do not just mean my teachers that taught me in the classrooms, I

mean every individual or adult who has guided me in any way through my secondary school

journey.

Finally, leaving IJA, I am still stuck with mixed feelings, happy that I have finally completed this

long journey of six years triumphantly, and sad that I am leaving the wonderful people I got to

go through this journey with. My mum has always told me that secondary school friends are

the true friends you will ever have and honestly, I don't doubt her because the friends I have

made at IJA have been the best and I would forever cherish and love them.

ANUSIONWU GENEVIEVE

OUTGOING HEAD GIRL

(OPINION LEADER OF THE IJA MEDIA TEAM)
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Six years! Six years of fun, six years of learning, six years of

wonderful friends and teachers, Six years of creating lovely

memories. Six good years at the wonderful Infant Jesus

Academy, Asaba. I stepped into Infant Jesus Academy, Asaba

on Sunday, September 13th, 2015. I resumed as a Year 7

(JS1) Student in the 2015/ 2016 academic session. I honestly

can't believe I am graduating soon, I felt Year 7 was never

going to end. I remember now being confused as I was as a

Year 7 learner but I was able to get used to the daily routine

and life as a learner at Infant Jesus Academy.

I am so glad that I decided to attend Infant Jesus Academy.

IJAA has taught me self confidence, IJAA has helped me

discover myself and what I want to be in future. I have

benefited academically, physically, spiritually and morally

from Infant Jesus Academy. IJAA has made me experienced

and ready for the real world. My first friend at Infant Jesus

Academy was Theola Abumere, we were both confused Year

7 learners assigned to the Blessed Fr Tansi hotel. As time

went on, I made great friends like Ebahi Giwa-Amu,

Anusionwu Genevieve, Gift Okonkw, Chelsea Odioko, Osafile

Lorena, Jibunor Awele, Eguono Amromomanoh, Irene Anyaeji

and so many others. IJAA has given me memories that I will

never forget! I can never forget our extra curricular activities

like Carnival night, inter house sports and Cultural day. My

friends and I always looked forward to the Children’s day

celebration because it was an opportunity to eat delicious

Jellof rice.

Six years! Six 
years of fun, 

six years of learning, 
six years of wonderful 
friends and teachers, 
Six years of creating 
lovely memories. Six 
good years at the 
wonderful Infant 
Jesus Academy, Asaba
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My Pride

“



It was the closest thing to home but as time went on, we realized that IJAA was my home and I

cared less about visiting days. I have been used to sleeping and waking up in the same hostel

for the past six years. I am used to anticipating Wednesday nights because of rice and stew. I

am used to waking up early on Saturday mornings for sports, I'm used to anticipating the

birthday celebrations and a lot of other things. I was able to achieve a lot of things during my

six years. I became a member of the IJAA media team, I became the hostel prefect, and I

participated in a few competitions. I am grateful for everything I have learnt and I am grateful

for everyone I have met,

Looking back at all these memories, am I ready to graduate and leave all these behind?

Thinking about all these brings tears, tears of joy! I will forever be proud of my INFANT JESUS

ACADEMY!

ENE EDAH OGHENEMINE.
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BY IRENE ANYAEJI

is one of the basic things which 
everyone needs in life. It is important 
for healthy living. Stay around people 
and do things which would bring you 
nothing but constant happiness. Stay 

happy, always remain blessed." 

Believe in you, 
you can make

Quotes 

magic. 

Don't allow anyone 
rob you of your

Smile!
It is a precious, priceless and 

powerful tool which you possess,
so wear it and be

happy!

is what makes you unique from 
others. It shows a reflection of you. 

You own it so wear it and be

Your style 

Confident !

Gives people an impression of 
who you are so be wise and

Digital Footprint 

p lay safe . "

Your

When it comes to success, 
although it might seem hard, 

Believe that nothing is 
impossible, is just all your a

imagination

Happiness 

“

“

“ “

“

“



EXTRACURRICULAR

Achievements

: 

Activities/
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International boys day competition second place winner.
Outgoing head boy, Infant Jesus Academy.

Inauguration into the Orange Brigade

IJAA Orchestra team (Performing)
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The learners of Infant Jesus Academy paying attention to 
the talk about the fight against domestic gender violence.

The Pioneer Members of IJA Media Team
Learners perform a task in the Physics lab 

under the supervision of their teacher.
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CULTURAL DAY AND OTHER EVENTS
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Chelsea OdiokoArtwork
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GRADUATING

Learners
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G R A D U A T I N G

Learners

NICK NAME: Genevieve, Teddy bear, Oluo, Cady, Generator, Miss 

Dimkpa, Mini me, Bounce, Isinko

HOBBIES: Singing, dancing, playing, looking for trouble, listening 

to music, watching movies

BEST FOOD: Rice and chicken pepper soup

HOUSE: St Faustina

BIRTHDAY: November 8 2005

EMAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: 

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: Medical doctor, Influencer

FAVOURITE BIBLE QUOTE: 1 John 5:5

BEST FRIEND: Eseoghene Onome, Dominic Chidera

ROLE MODEL: Diana Eneje

ANUSIONWU GENEVIEVE 
KOSISOCHUKWU

HEAD GIRL

NICKNAME: L.O.T.S

HOBBIES: Playing basketball, Running, Music, Acting

BEST FOOD: Jollof Rice and Peppery Turkey

HOUSE: Padre Pio

BIRTHDAY: 21st July, 2004

E-MAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: Nil

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: Mechatronics Engineer, Basketballer, 

Actor, Musician

FAVORITE BIBLE QUOTE: Hebrews 12: 2

BEST FRIEND: Genevieve

ROLE MODEL: My Dad

IWUANYANWU 
CHIDERA DOMINIC

HEAD BOY
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NICKNAME: Content, I—RE—NE  

HOBBIES: Reading, Praying, Writing, Watching Youtube, Public 

speaking, Gisting and Music  

BEST FOOD: Rice & Stew, Salad, Moi-Moi, Plantain & Chicken

HOUSE: Blessed Fr. Tansi

BIRTHDAY: 22nd October

E-MAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: 3rd & 22nd October 2021

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: A popular successful Dermatologist, 

Cosmetologist, Youtuber (Content Creator) and Influencer

FAVORITE BIBLE QUOTE: Matthew 19:26, Jeremiah 29:11, 

Proverbs 3:3-6

BEST FRIEND: Me, Myself & I

ROLE MODEL: Nancy Isime, Ngozi Chiammanda Adichie

ANYAEJI CHIOMA 
IRENE

CHAPEL PREFECT

NICK NAME: AEO, Amronz, Eguons, Eggy

HOBBIES: Playing musical instrument, reading, dancing, singing  

BEST FOOD: Spaghetti and turkey, shawarma, Owo and starch

HOUSE:

BIRTHDAY: 14 September 2004

EMAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: 

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: Robotics engineer and instrumentalist

FAVOURITE BIBLE QUOTE: Ecclesiastes 1:9

BEST FRIEND: Chinoso, ChideraKalu

ROLE MODEL: Albert Einstein, Silas Adekunle, Elon Musk

AMROMANOH EGUONO 
OCHUKO 

SOCIAL PREFECT
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NICK NAME: DenV

HOBBIES: Playing football, watching movies

BEST FOOD: Starch and owo soup

HOUSE: Blessed Fr. Tansi

BIRTHDAY: 10 December

EMAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: May 17 2021

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: Project management  

FAVOURITE BIBLE QUOTE:

BEST FRIEND: Ebahi, Princess

ROLE MODEL: Messi

DENIRAN EMMANUEL 
OGHENEVOKEROYE

SPORTS PREFECT BOY

NICK NAME: Smurf, Smallie, Rat

HOBBIES: Playing games, listening to music, playing instruments, 

sports, dancing

BEST FOOD: Eba and soup

HOUSE: Padre Pio

BIRTHDAY: June 5

EMAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: August 11 2021

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: Software Engineer

FAVOURITE BIBLE QUOTE: Psalm 91

BEST FRIEND: Nneoma, Faustina, DenV, Tracy

ROLE MODEL: My mum 

HENRY PRINCESS 
CHIZARAM

SPORTS/SOCIAL PREFECT GIRL
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NICK NAME: Choksman, S.m.d, Arsenal, Egbuonu, Bambi

HOBBIES:

BEST FOOD: Owo and starch, Shawarma

HOUSE: Saint Faustina

BIRTHDAY: 4 April 2006

EMAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: 2 November 2020

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: Computer engineering, Pilot, Doctor

BEST FRIEND: Yuri

ROLE MODEL: Bill Gates, Elon Musk 

CHOKOR 
OBAROAKPOR

PREP PREFECT BOY

NICK MAME: KamKam, Kamokamo, Val, BlossLady, Basti, 

Nkencopu, Wild dog.

HOBBIES: Sleeping, working ,Gisting, Eating, Singing and Dancing.

BEST FOOD: White Rice and Fried chicken, Fried rice and fried 

chicken, Shawarma and Suya.

HOUSE: St. Theresa

BIRTHDAY: June 3, 2005

EMAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: June 3rd, 2021

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: Mass communication, Business woman, 

Influencer.

FAVOURITE BIBLE QUOTE: ISAIAH 41 verse 10

BEST FRIEND: Gift, Sonia, Kosi and Fr. Charles.

ROLE MODEL: My Mum, My Dad and Diana Eneje

MORGAN-OKEUDO 
KAMSIYOCHUKWU VALERIE

PREP PREFECT GIRL
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NICK NAME: Eden, king, De crystal

HOBBIES: Playing football, Exercising, drawing

BEST FOOD: Anything mummy cooks

HOUSE: Saint Theresa

BIRTHDAY: May 28 2004

EMAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: October 3 2021

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: Architect and Geologist

FAROURITE BIBLE QUOTE: Isaiah 49 v5 and 6

BEST FRIEND: My set mate

ROLE MODEL: Eme Okechukwu, James Hotton

EMEH CHIGAEMEZU 
DAVID

HOSTEL PREFECT BOY

NICK NAME: Appletree, termite, speaker

HOBBIES: Reading and gisting

BEST FOOD: Rice and stew

HOUSE: Blessed Fr. Tansi

BIRTHDAY: November 2 2005

EMAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: My year 9

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: A successful Lawyer

FAVOURITE BIBLE QUOTE: Jeremiah 29 v 11

BEST FRIEND: Catherine, Emeh, Gift and C.A.T  

ROLE MODEL: Zendaya

ENE EDAH OGHENEMINE 
ONOME

HOSTEL PREFECT GIRL
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NICKNAME: Ebibs, Eba, Unicorn

HOBBIES: Sleeping, Eating, looking for trouble & Exploring

BEST FOOD: Anything sweet

HOUSE: St. Theresa

BIRTHDAY: 4th February, 2004

E-MAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: 3rd October 2021

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: A successful neurosurgeon

FAVORITE BIBLE QUOTE: Romans 8:6

BEST FRIEND: Den V & OJ

ROLE MODEL: Efe Giwa-Amu

GIWA-AMU 
EBAHI

SANITARY PREFECT GIRL

NICK NAME: Machala

HOBBIES: Playing basketball

BEST FOOD: Pounded yam and egusi

HOUSE: Saint Padre-Pio

BIRTHDAY:

EMAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: 15 February 2021

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: Computer Scientist

FAVOURITE BIBLE QUOTE: Psalm 23 vs 1-6

BEST FRIEND: Onome, Cherish

ROLE MODEL: My father

EUGENE-UMEH ABRAHAM 
NWABUNWANNE

SANITARY PREFECT BOY
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NICKNAME: Disney Dude, Carolla, s-p-d-f

HOBBIES: Writing, watching TV, Playing with my dogs, gisting

with loved ones

BEST FOOD: Any food made at home

HOUSE: St. Theresa

BIRTHDAY: 14th January, 2004

E-MAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: Staying with my friends are 

graduating with them

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: Doctor and Entrepreneur

FAVORITE BIBLE QUOTE: Psalm 21

BEST FRIEND: Sopulu, Iwuanyanwu and Ebahi

ROLE MODEL: Family members and friends

OGUEJIOFOR OJIOFOR 
JONATHAN

LIBRARY PREFECT BOY

NICKNAME: Chels

HOBBIES: Art, Novels, Kdramas, Anime, Random study, 

Dancing

HOUSE: St Faustina

BIRTHDAY: 6th November, 2005

EMAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: October 3rd

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: Doctor, Artist, Motivational speaker

FAVOURITE BIBLE QUOTE: Proverbs 4:7

BEST FRIEND: Nil

ROLE MODEL: Nil

ODIOKO CHELSEA 
OGHENEMINE

LIBRARY PREFECT GIRL
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NICKNAME: Cheviah, Onomehi

HOBBIES: Talking to myself & sleeping

BEST FOOD: Yam Porridge, Chicken & chips

HOUSE: St. Padre Pio

BIRTHDAY: 24th February, 2005

E-MAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: Year 9 & 15th February 2021

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: Human Resource Manager

FAVORITE BIBLE QUOTE: Nil

BEST FRIEND: Eugene & Genevieve

ROLE MODEL: Stephaine Moha

AKPOBARO ONOME 
DANIELLA

FOOD PREFECT, GIRL

NICK NAME:Giftieee, frog

HOBBIES:Gisting, playing games

BEST FOOD:Pepper Soup and catfish

HOUSE: Saint Faustina

BIRTHDAY: January 22 2005

EMAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: July 1 2019

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: Lawyer

FAVOURITE BIBLE QUOTE: Psalm 27 vs 12

BEST FRIEND: Mine, Kamsi, Sonia, Nneoma, Ijeoma

ROLE MODEL: My mum 

OKONKWO 
GIFT CHINYE

ASSISTANT  FOOD PREFECT, GIRL 
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NICK NAME:

HOBBIES: Singing, listening to music, eating and reading novels

BEST FOOD: Chicken

HOUSE: Blessed Fr. Tansi

BIRTHDAY: 16 March 2006

EMAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: October 3 2021

CAREER ASPIRATIONS:Pediatric Surgeon

FAVOURITE BIBLE QUOTE: Ecclesiastes 3:1

BEST FRIEND: Mine Dani

ROLE MODEL: Benjamin Carson

OMOIFO CATHERINE 
IRIOBOSE

NICK MAME: Gbondo, Oma, Omasirichukwu, Narwal.

HOBBIES: Drawing, Disturbing People, Watching Anime.

BEST FOOD: Quesadillas and Ojuacamole, Ukwa.

HOUSE: Padre Pio

BIRTHDAY: 17th May,2003

EMAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: May 17th, 2021

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: Gynecologist and living stress free 

life

FAVOURITE BIBLE QUOTE: Ecclesiastes 1:2

BEST FRIEND: Emues, Faustina, Sonia, Gift, Emuesiri, 

Princess, Henry.

ROLE MODEL: NIL

BIELU NNEOMA 
REGINA

ASSISTANT PREP PERFECT GIRL
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NICKNAME: Theo –Theo

HOBBIES: Reading and sleeping

BEST FOOD: Burger and Ice cream

HOUSE: Blessed Fr. Tansi

BIRTHDAY: 15th March, 2005

E-MAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: 3rd October 2021

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: A successful entrepreneur

FAVORITE BIBLE QUOTE: Nil

BEST FRIEND: Nil

ROLE MODEL: Nil

ABUMERE PRINCESS 
THEOLA EJEMEN

NICK NAME: Twenk, Moose,  Emues, Neymar, Minato

HOBBIES: Playing football, drawing, watching anime

BEST FOOD: Amala and black soup

HOUSE: Saint Faustina

BIRTHDAY: 2 July 2002

EMAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: Nil

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: Star, Biometric engineer, footballer

FAVOURITE BIBLE QUOTE: Exodus 14 vs 14

BEST FRIEND: Gbondo, Xiamen

ROLE MODEL: Ronaldo, Johnny Sins, Bill Gates

TONUKARI DIATANA 
EMUESIRI
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NICK NAME: Fausti, Fausties

HOBBIES: Watching movies, playing games and reading novels

BEST FOOD: Plantain Pottage

HOUSE: St Faustina

BIRTHDAY: December 12 2004

EMAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: 20 May 2018

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: Paediatrician

FAVOURITE BIBLE QUOTE:

BEST FRIEND: Nneoma, Emeh, Princess, Theola, Gift

ROLE MODEL: Parents and Zendaya

OKONKWO CHIDUBEM 
FAUSTINA

NICK NAME: KayvibezObadiceDiceyy

HOBBIES: Dancing, Singing, Drumming

HOUSE: St. Theresa

BIRTHDAY: 12th April

EMAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: The day I walked into 

year 10 yellow as a new learner.

FAVOURITE BIBLE VERSE: Isaiah 9:6

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: Lawyer, Musician

BEST FRIEND: Sonia and Miracle

ROLE MODEL: Phyno

KALU CHIDERA 
OLUMBA
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NICKNAME: OBF, Mordi to fly

HOBBIES: Playing basketball, Making money, Reading

BEST FOOD: Pizza and pastries

HOUSE: Saint Faustina

BIRTHDAY: October 9th, 2004

E-MAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: October 3rd, 2021

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: Entrepreneur, Software Engineer

FAVORITE BIBLE QUOTE: The full bible

BEST FRIEND: Nil

ROLE MODEL: Steve Jobs, My Parents, Jason Derulo

MORDI FRANCIS 
IKECHUKWU

NICK NAME: Sunbae, Sunny, So-baby, 4lifer

HOBBIES: Anything interesting

BEST FOOD: Anything sweet

HOUSE: Blessed Fr. Tansi

BIRTHDAY: August 24

EMAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: September 13 2015 and 

October 3 2021 (first and last day at Infant Jesus Academy)

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: Rich successful celebrity

FAVOURITE BIBLE QUOTE:

BEST FRIEND: Kalu, Nneoma, Kamsi, Gift

ROLE MODEL: Mum and dad

EZEH SONIA 
AMARACHI
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NICKNAME: Ice, Sopsy, Pulu, Politician

HOBBIES: Reading Novels,Research and playing Video games

HOUSE: Blessed Fr. Tansi

BEST FOOD: Any food prepared by my family

BIRTHDAY: 9th December, 2003

EMAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: NIL

CAREER ASPIRATIONS: Business Man

FAVOURITE BIBLE QUOTE: NIL

BEST FRIEND: Oguejiofor Jonathan

ROLE MODEL: Myself

ONYIBALU EVARISTUS 
SOPULUCHUKWU

NICKNAME: Onyibs on the beat

HOBBIES: Reading Novels, Writing Novels

HOUSE: St Theresa

BIRTHDAY: 19th June, 2005

EMAIL ADDRESS: -----------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER: -----------------------------------

MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE: October 3rd

CAREER ASPIRATIONS : Doctor

FAVOURITE BIBLE QUOTE: Psalm 91

BEST FRIEND: Irene

ROLE MODEL: My Parents

MGBATOGU 
ONYINYECHUKWU KARYN



Do you know what's painful

When you lose something wonderful

In a wonderful way, I mean halfway

The pain hits you in a way 

It starts lightly and skyrockets when you realise who it was. 

Who would care enough to go halfway.

My friend, my dearest friend 

I loved you as my friend 

I gave you all that mattered as a friend

You weren't in need but I gave you indeed

My friend, my dearest friend

But i have to tell you 

The day you decide to choose you

Do it in full betrayal and not partially 

Don't you dare have pity 

Don't you dare feel pity

We are no longer friends

We are more of enemies

And we'll remain that way

An apology won't cut it

Two times what you took won't cut it

So think long and hard before you choose you

Don't you dare, look at me and play that card

I know that card, I know that look

It wasn't your fault, right?

But you had a choice

I don't care if it wasn't much of a choice

Even if it was death

It's better than betrayal 

My friend, my dearest friend

You did this to me

You left me

In tears with my fears

I wish you sold me out to someone else 

That's not you

I would have cried for days 

Saying, curse this earth!
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They are all evil, all of them 

Every single one of them, evill!!!!

But you know, you would have been there

With your arms around my shoulder saying sorry,

my friend

It will all pass over, my friend

But sadly,

My friend, my dearest friend

Why???

I could cry all day

All year, no way I'll let it go

But the next year I'll try again to trust, I'll  be shattered 

but someone will pick up all my pieces

And I'll be whole again.

There is always someone, darling.

The million dollar question is what stops this someone 

from doing the same thing?

Well, I guess it won't be the first time

My friend, my dearest friend.

About forgiveness 

I love you 

You know that right

I love you so much 

That's why there's no need for forgiveness 

It doesn't matter in this 

This love is all there is

If you spoke to me 

I will reply 

Positively in fact

Another fact is that 

I still get to choose my friends

My friend, my dearest friend

And Hey, calling you that doesn't 

mean anything though

Cause like you know 

Friendship's a two way process

It's not the words, it's the actions.

Iwuanyanwu ChideraFriend



Once upon a time, in the year 2010, a young man came into

my life. Initially, I didn’t notice the stuff he was made of.

Gradually, he started leaving trails in my life. His impact was

so strong that other people started enjoying the presence of

the young man. A man filled with wisdom, knowledge and

understanding of the times. The one and only Mr Cyril

Sylvester Ewa.

Oyibo, you knew how to bring people out from their shelves.

You were among those who made IJA seems like a family.

You understood jokes. He would call me, “Amaka”, turning

round to answer him, he would turn to the other side.

“Oyibo you called me”, I would ask. He would ask, “Are you

the only one answering Amaka?” “Come, Oyibo, I don’t want

to laugh today” but already laughing, Ewalicious would

answer “but you are already laughing”. Oyibo, how will I

forget the names you called people based on quarters in

Asaba – Umuonaje, Umuagu, etc. There was never a dull

moment with the “Onye Ocha”- Oyibo in Nigeria. How will I

not remember the jokes we shared, how your laughter

would made you cough and change complexion to somehow

reddish? Who will continue from where you stopped in

making people laugh? Who will remind us of the need to

settle our stomach? Hum! The aroma of Nigerian burger, A

and B, oozing out from your small bag in the morning would

make us to remember the need for breakfast. That your

portable flask usually filled with white rice and sliced tomato

stew, well-garnished, would make one to salivate in the

afternoon.

Mr Ewa did not 
have time for

side talks or back 
biting. He never had 
time to discuss people, 
rather business.  He 
would tell people 
straight to their face 
the bullshit and 
majestically move on. 

“
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Amaka’s
World



Ewalicious, the last chat I had with you was in July 2020, the same month you passed on. It was

jokes about “Jungles”. I was talking about the “assorted bush meat”. How did I not know that

the wicked servant was knocking at your door. Why did you open your door Mr Ewa? Why

didn’t you tell Mr death to get behind you? Who disappointed who? Amaka or Ewa? You would

tell me – Amaka disappoint me but I am saying now Ewa disappoint me. Did you not hear that

life starts at 40? Sly, why did you choose to start your life at the other side? Did anyone tell you

that we are tired of you?

Our annual competition, when we let loose our guards, will always remind me of you. The

boosting that your complexion (light) will make your house to win. The jokes throughout that

term and the next. Oh! How can I forget our maiden cultural competition and the music played

by one house? The music which you started singing for some of us – ‘Anyi ga-agbaru umu

nwanyi oso by Umuobiligbo’ meaning Are we going to run from women? Oh! Ewaa! What a

loss! Let me stop here please. You may not understand.

What a courageous person. Mr Ewa did not have time for side talks or back biting. He never

had time to discuss people, rather business. He would tell people straight to their face the

bullshit and majestically move on. He was not a noise maker either with his mouth or his

footsteps. The gentle stride of Mr Sylvester did not connote cowardice rather to retain the stuff

deposited in his brain. Sly, why did you take this quality to the other side? Why were you not

courageous enough to slap and kick Mr death away from you?

My children would say “Mummy call Mr Ewa” if they had challenges in Mathematics. The way

they got along with you as if you were age mates. You were always there for them without

collecting a dime. That’s how we roll. Amaka forget it. Hey! Ewaaa! What a life? You built so

much confidence in your learners, my children a case study. The way you ‘disgraced’

mathematics, made all the mountains in Mathematics to become plain (you proved that there

is no “mountain geometric” but plain – I beg to call it plain geometric. I don’t want to laugh

today). Sylvester, why did you go to the other world with such a brain?

Mr Ewa, your learners/pupils had been crying. To be honest, the tears couldn’t flow from my

eyes because I was hoping that you would wake up. At your burial, when I came to see you

lying in that, - - - hum! I thought you would remember some “senior jokes” we shared and open

your eyes. I changed direction to have a clearer view of you but lo and behold, Oyibo, you

ignored me. That was when it dawn on me that something greater than Ewa is holding him
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back, that Ewa had left his friends for the other world. At the grave yard, I wanted to

snap the last of you but my feet couldn’t carry me.

Mr Ewa, Sly, Oyibo, Sylvester, Ewalicious goodbye till we meet to part no more where

Mr death will not separate us. Byeeee.

To you reading this, kindly take care of yourself – Spirit, Soul and Body. Knowing fully

that a day will come when a force greater than you will hold you back from meeting

your family, friends and foes. Your foes will - - I don’t know. Your friends will mourn

you for few months. Your family will mourn you for few years. Nobody will want to see

you even in the dream. Anybody who sees you then will start casting, binding and

loosing - aggressive prayer (Laughter). Only your memories, either good or bad will be

left behind. You will become ONCE UPON A TIME.

Simply remain,

Amaka Nwachukwu
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1. Tell me the 1st Secondary school that brought about the modern western education in South

East and South West region - Infant Jesus Academy, Asaba

2. Tell me the Secondary School that set the pace for others - Infant Jesus Academy, Asaba

3. Mention the only boarding secondary school that is a home away from home - Infant Jesus

Academy, Asaba

4. Mention the 2 Secondary Schools existing in Nigeria - No 1. Infant Jesus Academy, Asaba

and No 2. Others

5. Tell me the only employer who took care of her teachers throughout the COVID 19 pandemic -

Mrs Rose Ada Okwechime

6. Tell me the philantrophist who does not make noise / blow her trumpet in the course of

helping humanity - Mrs Rose Ada Okwechime

7. Tell me the only great woman who naturally has the motto of her state (big heart) - Mrs Rose

Ada Okwechime
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Yours sincerely
Amaka Nwachukwu
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Graduating Set Of
of 2020/2021

E N I R E H T A C U T X Q T R O

V I R E N E N X E A E S L E H C

E A T D B G V Q S C M S P G C P

I C B X I U E N M H E E Y I Y R

V A X F K O L Q E I H U M G O E

E U T N E N J A K D Y M P O X S
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OJ KALU CHELSEA

EUGENE SONIA FRANCIS

FAUSTINA ONYINYE CATHERINE

EMEH IRENE
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A school is only as good as its learners - That is why we proudly

want to share our WASSCE results of 2020.

We believe that an excellent education is essential to achieving

your goals, and at IJA, we will provide you with just that!




